Version 7.1802
Date available on Pearson VUE Hosted Server: February 22nd, 2018
Potential date available for Remote Deployment Installations: Estimate of March 9th, 2018
Why is there a delay of releases for remote deployment installations?
There is usually a slight delay of releases for remote deployment installations while code is compiled and packaged into an installer
package.

This list is a summary of planned changes for the release and the final list of changes included may be different. Please check back aft
er the release date for the complete list of changes included.

Please be sure to review the Known Issues page to see a list of any continuing defects seen in the application HERE.

Release Updates
Pages

Users Affected

Description

When does this
happen?

Outcome

Type

Project Managers,
Reviewers

Item Weight not
appearing for
Constructed
Response/Oral
questions when
weight is set.

For existing items
that had an item
weight specified for
CR/Oral item type
the weight
established was not
appearing. The
value was not lost it
was not visible. By
selecting default and
re-selecting item in
the value field you
could then see the
appropriate
established weight.

Users who modify
existing and newly
created CR/Oral
items will be able to
see the weight
immediately when
viewing this item
type.

Fix

Modify Questions

Project Settings

Project Managers

Remove G-Type as
a Question Type

In the list of question
types that were
available for a
project, G-Type
(cases) was one of
the options.

The option to allow
cases in a project
has been moved to a
separate tab in the
Project Settings.

Update

Exam Forms, Exam
Section

Project Managers,
Exam Build

Clone and Translate
not functioning for
Forms/Sections

It was found that the
clone and translate
feature was not
functioning when
attempting to
translate a
form/section with
items that have a
translated
counterpart.

The functionality has
been restored on
both the exam forms
and exam section
pages.

Fix

Forms: Process
would begin and
instantly complete
with no new form
created or report
downloaded.
Sections: User
would receive and
exception and would
be kicked out of the
system.
Exam Forms

Project Managers,
Exam Build

R-Type options not
appearing for
published exam on
Word Export

When exporting
exams to word
(either option) if
exporting a
published exam that
contains R-type
questions the
response options for
this item type were
not appearing on the
export.

Options will now
appear on the word
export for published
exams for R-Type
items.

Fix

Generate Reports

Project Managers,
Manage Reports

Custom Report
missing Case ID and
Case name Data

It was found for
reports exceeding
100 items that the
Case ID and Case
Name data was not
being retrieved.

Case ID and Case
name now returning
on reports
regardless of
question number
returned.

Fix

Exam Delivery
Configuration

Project Managers,
Exam Build

QTI Progress bar
adjustments

The previous
progress tracker for
QTI exports was
inaccurate at times
and was causing a
slight performance
issue.

The text of the
progress bar has
been altered to say
"The QTI package
file is being
exported. Please
wait..." and the
progress % has
been removed. This
has eliminated the
inaccuracy of the
previous progress
bar and has slightly
enhanced
performance of the
export.

Fix

Exam Delivery
Configuration

Project Managers,
Exam Build

Enemy items
duplicated in the
Itempool file

When exporting a
QTI file and the
setting to export
enemies on the
exam was selected,
some enemies
associations were
exported twice

Corrected the export
so that enemies are
only shown once in
the file

Fix

